Introduction
In the era of powerful computing life, protection against electromagnetic leakage of information is becoming in- 3 Methods of digital images and signals processing used in electromagnetic leakage of information • histogram transformation:
-extension;
• thresholding:
-using the average value;
-two-step for the two thresholds;
• non-linear logical filter.
Each method allows reconstruct mask data in the images.
The operations of these methods rely on:
• to change the amplitude of the pixel through analyzing the amplitudes of neighboring pixels (local methods);
• analysis of the amplitudes of pixels throughout the image, definition of the thresholds and the comparison of them to value amplitudes of pixels (global methods);
• quantitative change pixels about known values of the amplitudes (global methods). -average value of brightness of image pixels
Histogram transformations
(1) -variance of brightness image (contrast)
-average value of brightness of image pixels
-variance of brightness image (contrast)
Parameter σ 
where:
Selecting appropriate values p 1 , p 2 , p w1 and p w2 , most often by trial-and-error method, we can extract a number of important graphic information from the transformed images which are important for the electromagnetic infiltration. For the cases shows in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 
Influence of histogram transformation on the image quality, particularly on the visibility of hidden data in the original images is enormous (Fig. 4 and ues of the amplitudes of the background pixels. This phenomenon is noticeable on the histograms shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . Therefore, the operation of the histogram extension should be submit only a fragment of the histogram. The extension operation of the brightness scope (the histogram extension) can be expressed by the relationship:
where: p 1 -minimum value of amplitude of image pixel for the considered fragment of the histogram that is lower limit of the histogram fragment; Taking p min and p max accordingly the values 0 and 255, the equation (6) takes the form:
Analyzing the above equation it should be noted that:
that is the limits of the gray scale are exceeded, which are within the limits. It is necessary to introduce some modifications of the equation (3), by adopting appropriate conditions, allowing to acceptance by the output image pixels value of the amplitudes within the scope of that scale. Let therefore:
where: (Fig. 2) plitude pixels: Thresholding method of average value is an operation that does not require visual analysis of the amplitude pixels, which could be used to determine appropriate values of thresholds ( Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). 
Threshold values of pixel amplitudes
and B is a given and fixed by trial-and-error method the threshold for a particular image. In order to obtain the best effect can be several times the use of filtration process. were shown on Fig. 12-Fig. 15 . The values of the param- 
